
Ludwig	(MPI	+	OmpSs)	
Introduction	
Ludwig	 is	a	general	purpose	parallel	Lattice-Boltzmann	code	capable	of	simulating	 the	
hydrodynamics	of	 complex	 fluids	 in	3D.	The	underlying	hydrodynamic	model	 is	based	
on	 the	 lattice	 Boltzmann	 (LB)	 equation.	 This	 itself	 may	 be	 used	 to	 study	 simple	
(Newtonian)	 fluids	 in	 many	 different	 scenarios,	 including	 porous	 media	 and	 particle	
suspensions.	 

Broadly,	 the	code	 is	 intended	for	complex	fluid	problems	at	 low	Reynolds	numbers,	so	
there	 is	 no	 consideration	 of	 turbulence,	 high	 Mach	 number	 flows,	 high	 density	 ratio	
flows,	and	so	on.	

Ludwig	is	a	robust	and	portable	code	written	in	ANSI	C	I.	It	can	be	used	to	perform	serial	
and	scalable	parallel	simulations	of	complex	fluid	systems	based	around	hydrodynamics	
via	the	lattice	Boltzmann	method.	Time	evolution	of	modeled	quantities	takes	place	on	a	
fixed	 regular	discrete	 lattice.	The	preferred	method	of	dealing	with	 the	 corresponding	
order	parameter	equations	is	by	using	finite	difference.	

	
Figure	1	-	Left:	the	lattice	decomposed	between	Message	Passing	Interface	(MPI)	tasks.	For	clarity	we	
show	2D	decomposition	of	a	3D	lattice	but	un	practice	we	decompose	in	all	three	dimensions.	Halo	
cells	are	added	to	each	sub-domain	(as	shown	on	the	upper	right	for	a	single	slice)	which	store	data	
retrieved	from	remote	neighbors	in	the	halo	exchange.	Lower	right:	the	D3Q19	velocity	

To	allow	utilization	of	multi-node	computing	architectures,	Ludwig	is	parallelized	using	
domain	 decomposition	 and	 message-passing	 communications	 (MPI).	 The	 regular	 3D	
decomposition	is	illustrated	in	Figure	1.	Each	local	sub-domain	is	surrounded	by	a	halo	
(or	 ghost)	 region.	 Elements	 of	 the	distribution	must	 be	 exchanged	 at	 the	 edges	 of	 the	
domains	to	facilitate	the	propagation.	To	achieve	the	full	3D	halo	exchange,	the	standard	
approach	of	shifting	 the	relevant	data	 in	each	co-ordinate	direction	 in	 turn	 is	adopted.	
This	 requires	 appropriate	 synchronization,	 that	 is,	 a	 receive	 in	 the	 first	 co-ordinate	
direction	must	be	complete	before	a	send	in	the	second	direction	involving	relevant	data	
can	take	place,	and	so	on.	Note	that	only	“outgoing”	elements	of	the	distribution	need	to	
be	sent	at	each	edge.	



Motivation	
The	addition	of	OpenMP	tasks	to	the	multithreaded	MPI	library	allows	multiple	threads	
and	tasks	running	in	parallel	making	calls	to	the	MPI	library.	This	allows	the	possibility	
of	 having	 multiple	 communications	 (in	 halo	 exchange)	 happening	 at	 the	 same	 time	
instead	of	a	single	threaded	approach	where	only	one	thread	could	make	calls	to	the	MPI	
library	for	communication.	

Implementation	and	Results	
We	 intend	 to	 create	 a	 Ludwig	 version	 that	 combines	MPI	 and	 OmpSs	 tasks.	 Task	 are	
created	 for	 communication	 (halo	 exchange)	 and	 computation	 (collisions	 and	
propagation).	 To	 support	 this,	we	 first	 need	 to	 initialize	MPI	 in	 thread	multiple	mode	
(MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE	mode):	

1. int	provided;					
2. MPI_Init_thread(&argc,	&argv,	MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE,	&provided);				
3. if	(provided	<	MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE)	{								
4. 				printf("ERROR:	The	MPI	library	does	not	have	full	thread	support\n");			
5. 				MPI_Abort(MPI_COMM_WORLD,	1);			
6. 	}			

This	mode	allows	us	to	create	independent	tasks,	which	can	also	make	calls	to	the	MPI	
routines.	

OmpSs	tasks	have	been	created	only	within	the	main	iteration	loop.	This	will	allow	the	
OmpSs	 runtime	 to	 create	 tasks	 which	 will	 then	 be	 executed	 by	 the	 different	 threads	
available.	 The	 approach	 that	 we	 have	 followed	 with	 OmpSs	 is	 to	 separate	 different	
regions	out.	We	have	 then	 created	a	 task	per	 stage:	 a	 task	will	 be	 created	 for	 sending	
halos,	another	task	for	receiving	neighbours’	halos,	and	another	task	for	packing	back	to	
the	original	data	layout,	which	depends	on	the	receiving	task.	The	packing	task	will	not	
start	until	the	task	responsible	for	receiving	halos	has	not	finished.	

1. #pragma	omp	task	out(X)			
2. 		{			
3. 			
4. 				if	(cart_size(X)	==	1)	{			
5. 						memcpy(recvback,	sendforw,	nsend*sizeof(double));			
6. 						memcpy(recvforw,	sendback,	nsend*sizeof(double));			
7. 				}			
8. 				else	{			
9. 			
10. 						pforw	=	cart_neighb(FORWARD,	X);			
11. 						pback	=	cart_neighb(BACKWARD,	X);			
12. 			
13. 						MPI_Irecv(recvforw,	nsend,	MPI_DOUBLE,	pforw,	tagb,	comm,	request);			
14. 						MPI_Irecv(recvback,	nsend,	MPI_DOUBLE,	pback,	tagf,	comm,	request	+	1);			
15. 			
16. 						/*	Wait	for	receives	*/			
17. 						MPI_Waitall(2,	request,	status);			
18. 				}			
19. 		}			
20. 					
21. #pragma	omp	task			
22. 		{			
23. 			
24. 				if	(cart_size(X)	==	1)	{			
25. 						memcpy(recvback,	sendforw,	nsend*sizeof(double));			
26. 						memcpy(recvforw,	sendback,	nsend*sizeof(double));			
27. 				}			
28. 				else	{			



29. 			
30. 						pforw	=	cart_neighb(FORWARD,	X);			
31. 						pback	=	cart_neighb(BACKWARD,	X);			
32. 			
33. 						MPI_Issend(sendback,	nsend,	MPI_DOUBLE,	pback,	tagb,	comm,	reqSend);			
34. 						MPI_Issend(sendforw,	nsend,	MPI_DOUBLE,	pforw,	tagf,	comm,	reqSend+1);			
35. 					
36. 						/*	Wait	for	receives	*/			
37. 						MPI_Waitall(2,	reqSend,	statusSend);			
38. 				}			
39. 				free(sendback);			
40. 				free(sendforw);			
41. 		}			
42. 					
43. #pragma	omp	task	in	(X)			
44. 		{			
45. 				count	=	0;			
46. 				for	(p	=	0;	p	<	NVEL;	p++)	{			
47. 						for	(n	=	0;	n	<	lb->ndist;	n++)	{			
48. 								for	(jc	=	1;	jc	<=	nlocal[Y];	jc++)	{			
49. 										for	(kc	=	1;	kc	<=	nlocal[Z];	kc++)	{			
50. 			
51. 												count	=	(kc-1)	+	nlocal[Z]	*	((jc-1)	+	nlocal[Y]	*		
52. 																				(n	+	lb->ndist	*	p));			
53. 												index	=	coords_index(0,	jc,	kc);			
54. 												indexhalo	=	LB_ADDR(lb->nsite,	lb->ndist,	NVEL,	index,	n,	p);			
55. 												fptr[indexhalo]	=	recvback[count];			
56. 			
57. 												index	=	coords_index(nlocal[X]	+	1,	jc,	kc);			
58. 												indexhalo	=	LB_ADDR(lb->nsite,	lb->ndist,	NVEL,	index,	n,	p);			
59. 												fptr[indexhalo]	=	recvforw[count];			
60. 															
61. 										}			
62. 								}			
63. 						}			

The	 aim	 of	 tasks	 in	 highly	 intensive	 computational	 sections	 is	 to	 create	 as	 many	
independent	 parallel	 tasks	 as	 possible.	 Tasks	will	 then	 be	 picked	 up	 and	 executed	 by	
available	 threads.	 	 As	 an	 example,	 we	 can	 see	 how	 the	 collision	 section	 has	 been	
modified:	

1. #pragma	omp	taskloop	num_tasks(8)			
2. 		for	(baseIndex=0;	baseIndex	<	tc_nSites;	baseIndex	+=VVL){			
3. 				lb_collision_mrt_site(t_lb->f,	t_force,	t_velocity,	t_status,	noise,			
4. 														noise_on,	baseIndex);			
5. 		}		

Our	performance	experiments	have	been	run	on	Cirrus.	Cirrus	is	an	SGI	ICE	XA	system	
with	 10,080	 cores.	 There	 are	 280	 compute	 nodes,	 each	 with	 256	 GB	 of	 memory,	
connected	 together	by	a	 single	 Infiniband	 fabric.	Each	node	 contains	 two	2.1	GHz,	18-
core	Intel	Xeon	processors,	and	all	nodes	access	the	406	TiB	Lustre	file	system.	

Figure	 2	 shows	 the	 performance	 of	 different	 Ludwig	 simulations	 running	 with	 our	
implementation	of	OmpSs	and	OpenMP	with	MPI	under	the	thread	multiple	mode.	The	
comparison	 in	Figure	2	 shows	 the	hallo	 exchange	 time	 for	 three	different	 lattice	 sizes	
(723,	 1443	 and	 5763).	 We	 wanted	 to	 compare	 the	 two	 versions	 as	 the	 development	
process	has	been	very	similar.			



	
Figure	2	–	Ludwig’s	halo	exchange	time	for	different	lattice	sizes	and	threads/MPI	processes	ratio	on	
Cirrus.	

Although	 the	 performance	 between	 using	 OpenMP	 threads	 and	 OmpSs	 tasks	 is	 very	
similar,	 the	OpenMP	 threads	 implementation	 is	 still	more	performant	We	believe	 that	
the	main	reason	 for	 this	 is	 that	Ludwig’s	execution	 is	 largely	based	 in	 loops	with	very	
regular	 work	 distribution,	 and	 therefore	 the	 use	 of	 tasks	 is	 unlikely	 to	 give	 any	
advantages.	 Nevertheless,	 we	 think	 the	 algorithm	 has	 to	 be	 redesign	 to	 fairly	
accommodate	 the	use	of	 tasks.	 Some	of	 the	 algorithms	 implemented	 in	Ludwig	would	
probably	 require	 to	 be	 redesigned	 in	 a	 way	 that	 tasks	 could	 take	 another	 level	 of	
parallelism.	
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